
 
 

Year 5 Weekly Update 

Date: 29.6.18 

 

This week Year 5 have completed their final Year 5 assessments, including: reading 

comprehension, arithmetic, reasoning and grammar, punctuation and spelling. I have 

been unbelievable proud of the progress that the children have made this year and 

their results were a fantastic testament to the hard work that they have put in all 

year.  

On Wednesday, the children attended a Creative Arts day at Valley Park school. 

This day provided the children with the opportunity to engage in a range of creative 

activities, including: art, performing arts and music. The theme of the day surrounded 

the ‘Little Shop of Horrors’ musical, with the children drawing their own plant that 

could feature in the shop. They then joined as a large group and rehearsed the song, 

singing to a piano and harmonising. To round off their day, the children learnt a 

dance routine to accompany the song, which they performed to parents at the end of 

the day. I was extremely impressed with how the children approached the day with 

enthusiasm and focus and a particular mention has to go to: Jack, Lottie, Florrie, 

Lana and Holly for their engagement with the day.  

 

Next week:  

Next week is the children’s final week as Year 5’s before our two weeks transition at 

the end of the year. We will be completing our maths topic surrounding angles and 

shapes and will be producing some final descriptive writing pieces.  

On Wednesday (4th) Year 5 will take part in their ‘spy day’. A reminder that children 

should come in dressed as either their favourite spy, or in clothes that they imagine a 

spy would wear. The children should also ensure that they have trainers and their PE 

kit.  

Notices: 

There is no homework this week.  

 

Star of the week: Gustavs ☺ 

Presentation Award: Jack ☺  


